
HOUSE No. 392.

Executive Department Boston,
May 14th, 1864.

To the Honorable the House of Representatives

I find it to be my duty to return to your honorable body, in
which it originated, a Resolve entitled “ A Resolve authorizing
additional compensation to members of the legislature,” with a
statement of the objections which have prevented its signature,
for reconsideration by the general court.

I am fully sensible of the extreme delicacy of the attitude I
am thus obliged to assume. But I am sure that, if on reflec-
tion and reconsideration, two-thirds of the senators and repre-
sentatives shall fail to support the Resolve by their votes, there
will be few members of either house, of either opinion, who
will not agree with me that expediency and sound policy will
be best consulted by the failure of the Resolve. I think that
few would desire its enactment into a law, when so large a
proportion of members, alike interested in the result, could not,
after such full deliberation, be brought to agree with the
majority on such a question.

I do not for a moment weigh the intrinsic value to the Com-
monwealth of the services rendered by its legislators, against
the price proposed for their compensation. I do not understand
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that ever they arc paid, or ever were expected to be rewarded,
in the form of any pecuniary wages, for the experience, good
judgment, and intelligent patriotism which the Commonwealth
expects to be employed in their annual woi’k of legislation.
She claims the right to draw hither, each year, by the votes of
the people, a sufficient number of sound heads and true hearts
to perform certain of the gravest and most responsible functions
intrusted by organized civil society, to its members. The duties
of the lawgiver, his office, his powers,—all alike,—if well ful-
filled, refuse to be appreciated by the scales or measures which
we apply to commodities of the market. The compensation, in
money, appropriated to the members of the general court, can
be regarded only as a reimbursement of the expenses incurred
by them in their attendance on its session. They do not aban-
don or surrender their private business, like officers whose
whole time is claimed by their public duties. And, unlike
jurors and witnesses,—who are compelled to attend upon the
judicial tribunals, and whose compensation it is not proposed to
increase,—the legislature fixes its own hours, and even days,
of public duty, arranging them so as to be reasonably conve-
nient to its members, with proper and substantial regard to the
wants of the public service.

Having in view the experience of many years of the legis-
lative history of Massachusetts, a statute was adopted in the
year 1858,—was re-enacted in the year 18(10, and still exists as
the law,—which is found in the General Statutes, (chapter
2, section 13,) expressed in the following words:—

“ Each member of the Senate and House of Representatives
shall receive three hundred dollars for the regular annual ses-
sion for which he is elected, and one dollar for every five
miles travel once in each session from his place of abode to the
place of the sitting of the general court.”

With this law, already six years old, standing on the statute
book, known and read of all men, never since its enactment
in one instance departed from,—with no previous notice to the
People,—without the expression by any previous legislature of
dissatisfaction on account of the provisions it contains,—I can-
not but regard the acceptance and holding of the office of a
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member of the general court, as a contract to bo bound by the
terms of compensation which that law provides. Officers who
do not participate in giving the votes by which their salaries are
fixed, I regard as entitled to receive additional compensation,
if the legislature which is the arbiter between them and the
People, shall choose to increase it. But no power can arbitrate
or decide between the legislature and the People on the ques-
tion of the increase of the pay of members of the legislature.
No tribunal exists to correct its error, if it shall vote a larger
increase than a disinterested tribunal, invoked to consider the
question, would adjudge as meet and just. I think, therefore,

.that the only proper remedy, consistent witli principles of safe
application, and consistent with the preservation of the true
dignity of our general court, in cases where, like the present,
it is felt that accidental circumstances have created an equity
in favor of enlarging the compensation of its members, is to be
found in the sense of a succeeding legislature. I cannot force
myself to believe, that those who are elected under a law estab-
lishing their rate of pay, can of themselves, during the term for
which they were chosen, add to the amount of that rate of com-
pensation fixed by the law, for the performance of the very
duties for which they were chosen and which they had under-
taken to perform.

I know that the mere power to do so may exist. But is it a
power coupled with a right ? Is it any more than the power-
possessed by a judge or a juror to decide erroneously ? Is it
not an undertaking, (in spite of a law which, in connection
with the circumstance of accepting the place of a member, is
evidence of a contract) by the use of a legislative power, to
become a judge in one’s own cause, and to enforce the judgment;
and which would be violative of a fundamental principle, not
less cherished by every member of your honorable body than it
is by myself.

I return this Resolve, therefore, but with diffidence, great
regret and unwillingness. I fear that it is among the possible
accidents of legislation, that the former existence of the rightful
power possessed by the general court, before the passage of the
Act of 1858, to fix tiro pay of its members, is confounded with
the power which, when interpreted in the light of principle,
must be deemed modified by the law I have alluded to.
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It is a matter of profound regret to myself personally that
this Resolve reached me only during the morning of this very
day, while I was surrounded with numerous other results of
legislative labor, all requiring my careful examination. I
am, therefore, obliged to present my reasons for omitting to
sign the Resolve which accompanies this message, without any
sufficient time for their appropriate elaboration; or else to
detain the general court in session until the coming week. I
have preferred to sacrifice my own need for time to the conven-
ience of the general court.

Had this Resolve taken the form of a bill, prospective in its
operation, for an increase of the compensation of the general
court, I should have signed such a bill with cheerful alacrity.

JOHN A. ANDREW.


